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QUESTION 1

What should happen when Troy, the IBM Domino administrator, renames an IBM Notes user? 

A. When Troy renames a Notes user, all occurrences of that user or name should be updated in the Domino Directory
and other databases by the Domino Administration Process on the Domino server. 

B. When Troy renames a Notes user, some occurrences of that user or name should be updated in the Domino
Directory and other databases by the Domino Administration Process on the Domino server. 

C. When Troy renames a Notes user, all occurrences of that user or name should not be updated in the Domino
Directory and other databases by the Domino Administration Process on the Domino server. 

D. When Troy renames a Notes user, all occurrences of that user or name should be updated in the Domino Directory
but not in other databases by the Domino Administration Process on the Domino server. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Jeff is a developer and would like to sign an XPage to run on an IBM Domino server. What is the lowest level of access
privilege he needs in order for the XPage to run? 

A. Run restricted LotusScript/Java agents. 

B. Sign agents to run on behalf of someone else. 

C. Sign XPages to run on behalf of the builder of the XPage. 

D. Sign agents or XPages to run on behalf of the invoker of the agent. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

In an IBM Domino environment with password checking turned on, a user is unable to access the server once his/her
password is reset via the IBM Notes ID vault because of the following error: "You have a different password on another
copy of your ID file and you must change the password on this copy to match". What can an administrator do to solve
the problem? 

A. Replicate the ID vault database. 

B. Instruct the user to change the password on his/her local user ID. 

C. Clear the password digest field located in the user\\'s Person document. 

D. Reset the password again via the Notes ID vault and make sure the reset action is successful. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

A managed replica is a variation of a standard local replica of the user\\'s mail file. When the user is connected on a
server-based location, how is the managed replica used? 

A. The local replica is used by default. 

B. The server replica is used by default. 

C. The managed replica is used by default. 

D. The managed replica will never be used when the user is connected to a server-based location. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Which is required in order to use the universal redirect for IBM iNotes users? 

A. Set the TCP/IP port status option to: "Redirect to SSL". 

B. Session-based authentication on the IBM Domino Web Server. 

C. Multiple Servers (SSO) authentication on the Domino Web Server. 

D. Enable the "Require SSL connection" database property for all mail files. 

Correct Answer: B 
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